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Abstract
The concept of 'subset system on the category Po of posets (Z-sets) was defined by Wright,
Wagner and Thatcher in 1978. The term Z-set becomes meaningful if we replace Z by 'directed',
'chain', 'finite'. At the end of the paper (Wright et al. 1978), the authors suggested an attempt to
study the generalized counterpart of the term 'continuous poset (lattice)' obtained by replacing
directed sets by Z-sets, Z being an arbitary subset system on Po. We present here some results
concerning this investigation. These results are generalized counterparts of some purely order
theoretical facts about continuous posets.
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Introduction
The concept of 'subset system on the category Po of posets' (Z-sets) was defined by
Wright et al. in [12]. The term Z-set becomes meaningful if we replace Z by 'directed',
'chain', 'finite', etc.
On the other hand, the concept of continuous lattice was defined by Scott in [9] in
a topological manner as a mathematical tool in computation theory (see [10, 11])
although it has appeared in other fields of mathematics as well, such as general
topology, analysis, algebra, category theory, logic and topological algebra (see [4]),
This concept was defined later in purely order theoretical terms (see [8]) and now this
definition has became the one used in almost all references.
The generalized concept of algebraic poset, obtained by replacing the term 'directed
set' by 'Z-set', was studied in [12]. The authors called the new concept a Z-inductive
poset. Some results concerning order theoretical aspects have been presented. The
authors also suggested investigating the generalized concept of continuous poset
(lattice) obtained in the same manner.
This is exactly the purpose ofthis paper. We present here the first results concerning
only the order theoretical aspects of this problem. To study the other aspects
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(topological, convergence, categorical and so on) it seems to be a lot of work to be
done in the future.
The purpose of Section 0 is to recall some useful definitions and results on ordered
sets.
In Section 1 we present the definition of the term 'subset system'. We have changed
in the definition given in [12J the axiom (iii) in order to avoid the degenerate subset
system for which the nonempty sets ofZ[PJ are the singleton sets only, for every poset
P. Indeed this fact ensures that every Z-continuous function (which commutes with
sups of Z-sets) is increasing [1, 2]. A poset P is Z-complete if each of its Z-subsets has
a sup in P. We introduce the concept of Z-Moore family which is a Moore family on
a Z-complete poset closed under the formation of sups of Z-sets. The canonical
bijection between Moore families and closure operators on a Z-complete poset
induces a bijection between Z-Moore families and Z-continuous closure operators.
A weaker form of this result, for complete lattices, was proved in [1,2].
In Section 2 we begin by defining the generalized counterpart of the way-below
relation in terms of Z-sets. A Z-continuous poset is defined to be a poset P with the
property that for each pEP there exists a Z-set S of P of elements way below p with
p = VS. It is clear that it is equivalent to the fact that for each pEP there exists a lower
subset of P, Ip, generated by some Z-set of P of elements way below p with p =VIp.
Using techniques similar to those in [7J, we have proved that in this case, for each
PEP, the lower set of elements way below p is generated by a Z-set of P and Ip is
necessarily equal to this set. Consequently, a poset P is Z-continuous iff for each PEP,
the lower set of elements way below p is generated by some Z-set of P and p is the sup
of this set. The image of a Z-complete, Z-continuous poset under a Z-continuous
projection operator is again a Z-complete, Z-continuous poset. Hence a Z-Moore
family of a Z-complete, Z-continuous poset is also a Z-complete, Z-continuous poset.
In the third section additional results on Z-algebraic (Z-inductive in [12J) posets are
presented. A Z-algebraic poset is defined to be a poset P with the property that for
each pEP there exists aZ-set S ofZ-compact elements of P with p = VS. The image of
the subset of Z-compact elements of a Z-complete, Z-algebraic poset under a Z-
continuous closure operator c is the set of Z-compact elements of the image of c and
this set is also a Z-algebraic poset. Hence Z-Moore families ofZ-complete, Z-algebraic
posets are Z-complete, Z-algebraic posets. We prove that a poset P is Z-algebraic iff
for each pEP the set of Z-compact elements less than or equal to P is a Z-ideal of the
subset of Z-compact elements of P and p is its sup (that is the definition of [6J in the
particular case Z = 'directed sets'). Results similar to the theorems of representation of
algebraic (continuous) lattices as images of closure (projection) operators on 2x for
some set X, presented in Section 1.4 of [4J (derived from [9, 7J), are presented here.
The last section is devoted to a weaker concept: weak Z-continuous poset. A poset
P is weak Z-continuous iff each pEP is the sup of the lower set of elements way below
p, without requiring for this set to be generated by a Z-set of P. If P is in addition
a complete lattice, P is said to be a weak Z-continuous lattice. The equational
characterization presented in [7J (see also [4, p. 58]) holds for weak Z-continuous
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lattices and the product of weak Z-continuous lattices is again a weak Z-continuous
lattice.
o. Preliminaries
We assume the reader to be familiar with the terms of poset, upper (lower) bound
and least upper (greatest lower) bound of a subset of a poset. If P is a poset and S one
of its subsets we shall denote by VS (AS) the least upper (greatest lower) bound of S if
it exists. In this paper least upper bounds will be called sups and greatest lower
bounds infs.
Definition 0.1. If P is a poset and S one of its subsets, we shall denote by tS the set
{X E P 13y E S x ~ y}. S is a lower set if S = tS. If T = tS then T is a lower set and we
say that T is generated by S. For any XEP we will write (x] =: Hx}.
Definition 0.2. If P is a poset and S one of its subsets, we shall denote by is the set
{x E P 13y E S y ~ x}. S is an upper set if S = is. If T = is then T is an upper set and
we say that T is generated by S. For any x EP we will write [x) =: i{x}.
It is clear that for any subset S of a poset P, Sand ts have the same set of upper
bounds, hence the sup of each of them exists iff the sup of the other one exists, and if
this happens, then the two sups are equal.
Definition 0.3. If P is a poset, a Moorefamily on P is a subset M of P such that for each
x E P the set M[x] = {y EM Ix ~ y} has a smallest element.
Proposition 0.4. If P is a complete lattice then a subset M ofP is a Moore family on P iff
it is closed in P under the formation of arbitrary infs.
Definition 0.5. Let P be a poset. A projection on P is an idempotent, monotone
self-map p: P ----> P. A closure operator is a projection c on P with Ip ~ c. A kernel
operator is a projection k on P with k ~ Ip.
It is well known that the image of any projection is just the set of its fixed points.
Theorem 0.6. Let P be a poset. Then we have:
(i) If M is a Moore family on P and for each x E P, c(x) is the smallest element of
M[x], then the function c: P ----> P is a closure operator.
(ii) If c: P ----> P is a closure operator then c(P) is a Moore family on P.
(iii) The function defined by (i) from the set of Moore families on P to the set of
closure operators on P is bijective and its converse is the function defined by (ii).
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Proposition 0.7. Let P be a complete lattice and p: P ...... P a projection. Then p(P) is
a complete lattice.
Let Set be the category of all sets with mappings as morphisms and let Po be the
category of all posets with monotone mappings as morphisms.
Definition 0.8. Let g: S ...... T and d: T ...... S be two morphisms in Po. The pair (g, d)
is an adjunction (Galois connection) from S to T if dg ~ Is and lr ~ gd. In this case g
is called a left adjoint of d and d is called a right adjoint of g.
Theorem 0.9. Let g: S ...... T and d: T ...... S be two morphisms in Po. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) (g, d) is an adjunction from S to T.
(ii) d(t) is the smallest element of g-1 ([t)) for all t E T.
(iii) g(s) is the greatest element of d- 1 ((s])for all s ES.
Consequently, in an adjunction one map uniquely determines the other.
Theorem 0.10. Let (g, d) be an adjunction between two posets Sand T. Then g preserves
arbitrary irifs and d arbitrary sups.
Theorem 0.11. Let (g, d) be an adjunction between two posets Sand T. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) g is surjective.
(ii) gd = IT'
(iii) d is injective.
For references on the topic treated in this section, one can see [3] or [5], for
example.
1. Posets with a subset system
Definition 1.1. A subset system on Po is a functor Z: Po ...... Set satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) For any poset P, Z[P] <;; 2P •
(ii) If P and Q are two posets and f: P ...... Q a monotone mapping, then for any
A EZ[P], f(A) EZ[Q].
(iii) Z[P] contains a nonempty, nonsingleton set for some poset P.
(iv) If P and Q are two posets and 1: P ...... Q a monotone mapping, then for any
A EZ[P], Z[f] (A) = f(A).
This definition was given for the first time in [12], where the existence of a non-
singleton Z-set was not required.
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It is clear that in order to define a subset system Z, it suffices to define its object
mapping satisfying the conditions (iHiii) in Definition 1.1.
Examples 1.2. (i) For any poset P, PC[P] = {S ~ PIS nonempty and every pair
from S has an upper bound in P}.
(ii) For any poset P, J [P] is the set of all directed subsets of P (a subset A and P is
directed iff it is nonempty and every pair from A has an upper bound in A).
(iii) For any poset P, lO[P] is the set of all P-valued chains of order type less than or
equal to w.
(iv) For any poset P, I[P] is the set of all P-valued chains. Other examples may be
found in [12].
In the sequel, we shall consider a fixed subset system Z on Po.
For any poset P and A EZ[P], we are saying 'A is Z in P'.
Remark 1.3. For any poset P and pEP we have {p} EZ[P].
Proof. By Definition 1.1(iii) there is a poset Q and a nonempty set S EZ[Q]. Take
f: Q --+ P f(q) = p for every q E Q. 0
Remark 1.4. If P is a poset and Q~ P then Z[Q] ~ Z[P], but a subset S of Qmay
belong to Z[P] without being Z in Q.
Proof. Consider the inclusion morphism i: Q--+ P. That the converse fails is easily
seen by considering Z = Pc. 0
Definition 1.5. For any two posets P and Q, a function f: P --+ Q is said to be
Z-continuous if for every S EZ[P] such that VS exists, Vf(S) also exists and we have
f(VS) = Vf(S).
From the following two results [1, 2] one sees that Z-continuous functions are
always monotone.
Theorem. 1.6. For each P and each x, yEP such that x < y, we have {x, y} EZ[P].
Proof. By Definition 1.1(iii) there is a poset Q such that Z[Q] contains a set A of
cardinality greater than one. Hence, there are two members a, b of A such that
a *' b. It is easy to check that the functionf: Q --+ P defined for any CEQ by f(c) = x
if c :::; b, y otherwise, is monotone. 0
Corollary 1.7. Any Z-continuous function is monotone.
Proof. Let f: P --+ Q be a Z-continuous and x, yEP such that x:::; y. Take
S = {x, y} EZ[P] (by Theorem 1.6) and apply Definition 1.5. 0
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We shall denote by POz the subcategory of Po with the same objects and Z-
continuous mappings as morphisms.
Definition 1.8. A poset P is said to be Z-complete if for each S EZ[P], VS exists.
Definition 1.9. A subset I of a poset P is said to be a Z-ideal of P if it is lower set
generated by some S EZ[P]. We shall denote by ZI[P] the set of all Z-ideals of P,
ordered by inclusion. A Z-ideal of P is said to be a principal ideal if it is generated by
some singleton subset of P.
Definition 1.10. Let P be a poset. A Moore family M on P is aZ-Moorefamily if for
each B EZ[M] such that VpB exists, we have VpB EM (in other words M is closed in
P under the formation of sups of Z-sets of M).
We shall show that if P is Z-complete then the bijection defined by Theorem 0.6
induces a one-to-one correspondence between Z-Moore families and Z-continuous
closure operators on P.
Lemma 1.11. Let p be a Z-complete poset, p: P ~ PaZ-continuous projection and
Q = p(P). Then for each S EZ[Q], VpS EQ.
Proof. Let S EZ[Q]. Then p(VpS) = Vpp(S) = VpS EQ because p is Z-continuous
and any element of Q is a fixed point of p. 0
The preceding lemma states, in other words, that for any Z-continuous projection
p: P ~ P, the inclusion map from p(P) is Z-continuous.
Theorem 1.12. Let P be a Z-complete poset. Then the one-to-one correspondence
established by Theorem 0.6 induces a one-to-one correspondence between Z-Moore
families and P and Z-continuous closure operators on P.
Proof. Let Me P be a Z-Moore family. We have to show that the related closure
operator is Z-continuous (Theorem 0.6(i)). Let S EZ[P]. Since c is a monotone
map, we have Vc (S) ~ c(VS), hence we have to prove the reverse inequality. Since
the corestriction of c to its image M is monotone, we have c(S) EZ[M], hence
Vc(S)EM and it follows that Vc(S) is a fixed point of c. For each SES we have
s ~ c(s) ~ Vc(S), hence VS ~ Vc(S). Applying c to the latter inequality we have
c(Vs) ~ c(Vc(S)) = Vc(S).
Let c be a Z-continuous closure operator on P. By Lemma 1.11 we have that for
each S EZ[C(P)], VpS EC(P) and the proof is complete now. 0
If we assume that Z[Q] = {S c Q IS finite} and P = 2x for some set X, ordered by
inclusion, we obtain the one-to-one correspondence between topologies on X and
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Kuratowski operators. The particular case of this theorem when P is a complete
lattice was proved in [1,2].
Proposition 1.13. Let P be a poset, p :P ~ PaZ-continuous projection and Q= p(P).
Then the corestriction of p to Q is Z-continuous.
Proof. Let S EZ[P] such that Vp S exists. Hence p(Vp S) = Vpp(S) E Q. We deduce
that p(VpS) = VQp(S). 0
2. Z-continuous posets
Definition 2.1. Let P be a poset and x, y two elements of P. We say that x is way below
y, in symbol x ~ y, iff for any S EZ[P] such that VS exists, the relation y ~VS implies
the existence of an element s E S with x ~ s.
The following properties of the relation ~ are immediate:
Proposition 2.2. Ina poset P the following statements are true for all x, y, Z, U E P:
(i) Ifx~ythenx~y.
(ii) Ifu ~x ~y ~Z then u ~Z.
(iii) P has a smallest element 1- and 0¢Z[p] together imply 1- ~x for every
XEP.
We shall give an equivalent definition of the way-below relation in terms ofZ-ideals.
Proposition 2.3. Ina poset P, x ~ y ifffor any Z-ideal I ofP such that VI exists, y ~VI
implies x E I.
Proof. 'If': Let S EZ[P] such that VS exists and y ~VS. Then y ~vts, hence x E ts,
because ts is a Z-ideal of P. Hence x ~s for some s E S.
'Only if': Let I be a Z-ideal of P such that VI exists and y ~VI. Then I = ts for
some S EZ[P] and y ~VS. Hence x ~s for some s E S and we conclude that
x Ets = I. 0
For any element x of a poset P we write J (x) = {u E P Iu ~ x}. By Proposition 2.2(ii)
we have that J(x) is a lower set, and x is one of its upper bounds by Proposition 2.2(i).
Definition 2.4. A poset P is Z-continuous if for every pEP there is a set Sp E Z[P] such
that Sp c J(p) and p = VSp. If, moreover, P is a complete lattice, it is said to be
a Z-continuous lattice.
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It is obvious that the above definition is equivalent to the following one given in
terms of Z-ideals:
Proposition 2.5. A poset P is Z-continuous iff for every pEP there is a Z-ideal Ip oj
P such that Ip c J(p) and p = VIp.
We shall prove now that for any Z-continuous poset P and each PEP, the Z-ideal Ip
mentioned above is unique and equal to J(p).
Theorem 2.6. Let P be a poset. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) P is Z-continuous.
(ii) For every x EP, J(x) is the unique Z-ideal I of P with I c J(x) and x =VI.
(iii) For each x EP, J(x) is the smallest Z-ideal I of P with x ~VI.
(iv) For each x EP, there is a smallest Z-ideal I of P with x ~ VI.
(v) The map g: {I E ZI [P] IVI exists} --+ P defined by g(I) = VI has a right adjoint.
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Let x E P. By Proposition 2.5 there is a Z-ideal I of P with
Ie J(x) and x =VI. By Proposition 2.3, J(x) c I.
(ii) implies (iii). Let x EP and I a Z-ideal of P with x ~VI. Then J(x) c I by
Proposition 2.3.
(iii) implies (iv). Obvious.
(iv) implies (i). Let x E P and I the smallest Z-ideal of P with x ~VI. By
Proposition 2.3, J(x) c I. Let y be an arbitrary member of I. Then y belongs to every
Z-ideal I' of P with x ~VI'. Hence y ~x, by Proposition 2.3. We conclude that
1= J(x).
(iv) equivalent to (v). Obvious by Theorem 0.9. D
Theorem 2.7. Let P be a Z-complete, Z-continuous poset and p: P --+ PaZ-continuous
projection. Then p(P) is a Z-continuous poset.
Proof. Let Q = p(P) and x EQ. Then x = VpS for some set S EZ[P] with S c J(x)
with respect to P. Then p(S) EZ[Q]. Hence x = p(x) = Vpp(S) = VQP(S) by
Lemma 1.11. It remains to show that p(y) ~ x with respect to Q for all yES. Let
Sf EZ[Q] with x ~VQS' = Vp Sf by Lemma 1.11. Sf EZ[P] by Remark 1.4, hence y ~s
for some s E S' because y ~ x with respect to P. Hence p(y) ~p (s) = s and the proof is
complete now. D
From Theorem 1.12 we deduce the following result:
Corollary 2.8. Any Z-Moore family of a Z-complete, Z-continuous poset is a
Z-continuous poset.
3. Z-algebraic posets
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Definition 3.1. An element x of a poset P is Z-compact if x ~x. We shall denote by
Core[P] the set of all Z-compact elements of P.
Definition 3.2. A poset P is Z-algebraic if every pEP is the least upper bound of some
Z-set in Core[P]. If, moreover, P is a complete lattice, it is said to be a Z-algebraic
lattice.
Remark 3.3. Any Z-algebraic poset is Z-continuous.
Proof. Let pEP. Then p = VS for some S EZ[Core[P]] c Z[P]. If u ES then u ~p
by Proposition 2.2(ii). 0
Lemma 3.4. Let P be a Z-complete poset and c: P ---+ PaZ-continuous closure operator.
Then c(Core[P]) c Core[c(P)] and the equality holds if Pis Z-algebraic.
Proof. Put Q = c(P). Let k be a Z-compact element of P and S EZ[Q] with
c(k) ~VQS = VpS by Lemma 1.11. By Remark 1.4, S EZ[P]. Hence k ~c(k) ~VpS, so
k ~ s for some s ES. Hence c(k) ~ c(s) = s.
Suppose now P Z-algebraic and let k be a Z-compact element of Q. Hence k = c(k),
and k = VP S for some S EZ[Core[PJ]. Hence S EZ[P], implying c(S) EZ[Q], while
k = c(k) = VQ c (S), by Proposition 1.13. Hence k ~ c (s) for some s ES. But s ~ k, hence
c(s) ~c(k) = k. We conclude that k = c(s). 0
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a Z-complete, Z-algebraic poset and c: P ---+ PaZ-continuous
closure operator. Then c(P) is a Z-algebraic poset.
Proof. Let Q = c(P) and x EQ. Hence x = VpS for some S EZ[Core[PJ]. So,
x=c(x)=c(VpS)=VQc(S) by Proposition 1.13. But we also have C(S)EZ
[Core[c(P)]] because the restriction of c to Core[P] takes values in Core[c(P)] by
Lemma 3.4. 0
By Theorem 1.12 the following result holds:
Corollary 3.6. Any Z-Moore family of a Z-complete, Z-algebraic poset is Z-algebraic.
We shall present a characterization of Z-algebraic posets in terms of Z-ideals.
Theorem 3.7. A poset P is Z-algebraic ifffor each x EP, the set {y ECore[P] Iy ~x} is
a Z-ideal of Core [P] and x is its sup.
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Proof. 'If' is obvious. Suppose P Z-algebraic and let x EP. Then x = VS for some
S EZ[Core[P]]. We shall prove that!S = {y ECore[P] 1Y ~x}. Let y ECore[P] such
that y ~x = VS. By Proposition 2.2(ii) we have y ~x, hence y ~s for some s ES. 0
The next definition can be found in [12]:
Definition 3.8. A subset system Z is union-complete iff for every poset P, ZI[P],
ordered by inclusion, is Z-complete and for each S EZ[ZI[P]], VS = US.
Theorem 3.9. Let P be a Z-algebraic poset such that every subset of Core[P] has
a sup in P. Then ZI[Core[P]] is a Moore family of 2Core [Pl and P is isomorphic
to it. The closure operator related to the Moore family ZI[Core[P]] of 2CorelPl is
c(A) = {y ECore[P] Iy ~VpA}. If, moreover,Z is union-complete, then ZI[Core[P]] is
a Z-Moorefamily of2CorelPl.
Proof. Let A be a subset of Core[P]. Then A is contained in the set
{YECore[P]ly ~VpA}, which is a Z-ideal of Core[P] by Theorem 3.7.
Let I be a Z-ideal of Core[P] such that A c I. We shall prove that
{YECore[P] Iy ~VpA} c I. I=!S for some S EZ[Core[P]]. For each x EA there is
some SES such that x ~s. Hence VpA ~VpS = VpI. If YECore[P] such that
y ~ VP A, then y ~ VP I, hence y EI by Proposition 2.3. We define now the functions
o:P..-.+ZI[Core[P]] by o(x)={YECore[P]ly~x} and ljJ:ZI[Core[P]]..-.+P by
ljJ(I) = VpI. It is easy to check that ois an isomorphism in Po with converse ljJ. 0
From Proposition 0.4 we deduce the following:
Corollary 3.10. Let P be aZ-algebraic poset such that every subset ofCore[P] has a sup
in P. If S is a subset of ZI [Core [P]] then its intersection is a Z-ideal of Core [P].
Corollary 3.11. Let P be a poset such that every subset of Core[P] has a sup
in P. If P is Z-algebraic, then P is isomorphic to the image of some closure operator on
2Core [Pl. If, moreover, Z is union-complete, then c may be assumed to be Z-continuous.
Proof. Immediate by Theorems 3.9, 0.6 and 1.12. 0
Corollary 3.12. Let P be a Z-algebraic poset such that every subset of Core[P] has
a sup in P. Then P is a Z-algebraic lattice.
Proof. Immediate by Corollary 3.11 and Proposition 0.7. 0
Under stronger conditions we can prove a converse of the above result.
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Theorem 3.13. Let Z be an union-complete subset system and P a poset such that every
subset ofCore[P] has a sup in P and 2Core [PJ is a Z-algebraic lattice, P is a Z-algebraic
lattice iff it is isomorphic to the image ofsome Z-continuous closure operator on 2Core [PJ.
Proof. 'If' follows from Proposition 0.7 and Theorem 3.5 and 'only if' from
Corollary 3.11. 0
We now turn to the study of Z-continuous posets. We recall again from [12] the
following result.
Theorem 3.14. If the subset system Z is union-complete then for each poset P,
Core[ZI[P]] is the set of principal ideals of P and ZI[P] is Z-algebraic.
Theorem 3.15. Assume that the subset system Z is union-complete and PaZ-complete
poset such that any set ofprincipal ideals of P has a sup in ZI[P]. If Pis Z-continuous
then it is isomorphic to the image of some Z-continuous projection of 2P and P is
a complete lattice.
Proof. Let g: ZI[P] ~ P defined by g[I] = VpI. As Z is union-complete, 9 is Z-
continuous. But 9 has a right adjoint d (by Theorem 2.6), and 9 is surjective, hence
gd = 1p by Theorem 0.11. By Theorem 0.10 we have that d is Z-continuous also.
Applying Theorem 3.14 we deduce that ZI[P] is Z-algebraic and Core [ZI[P]] is the
set of principal ideals of P which is isomorphic to P. ZI [P] is isomorphic to the image
of a Z-continuous closure operator c on 2P by Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.11. Let
0: c(2P ) ~ ZI [P] be an isomorphism and l/J: ZI [P]: ~ c(2P) its converse. Take
co: 2P ~ c(2P) the corestriction of c to its image and co: c(2P) ~ 2P the inclusion map.
These functions are Z-continuous by Lemma 1.11 and Proposition 1.13. It is
clear that c°(co(x))=x for all x Ec(2P ). Take p=col/Jdgoco. Then pp=
col/Jdgococol/JdgocO = col/Jdgol/JdgocO = col/JdgdgocO = col/JdgocO = p. Hence p is
a Z-continuous projection on 2P Define li: p(2P ) ~ P by li(U) = g(o(U)). This defini-
tion is correct because p(2P ) c c(2P ). Define f3: P ~ p(2P ) by f3(x) = co(l/J(d(x))). This
definition is correct because p(f3(x)) = f3(x) for all x E P. We are going to check that li is
an isomorphism between ZI[P] and P, and that f3 is its converse and the theorem
will follow. Let V E p(2P) C c(2P). Then f3(li(U)) = (col/J dgo) (V) = (col/Jdgoc)
(V) = (col/Jdgoco) (V) = p(U). If x EP then li (f3(x)) = (gocol/Jd) (x) = (gol/Jd) (x) = x.
P is a complete lattice by Proposition 0.7. 0
4. Weak Z-continuous posets
Definition 4.1. A poset P is weak Z-continuous if x = VJ(x) for all x E X. If, moreover,
P is a complete lattice, then P is said to be a weak Z-continuous lattice.
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The following statement is obvious:
Remark 4.2. Any Z-continuous poset is weak Z-continuous.
In the particular case Z = .1, for any poset P and x E P, the set of elements way
below x is directed, hence, any weak .1-continuous poset is .1-continuous. Take now
Z =: w, P a set and consider 2P ordered by inclusion. If A and B are two subsets of P,
then A ~ B iff A is a finite subset of B. Hence 2P is a weak w-continuous lattice, but it is
not a w-continuous lattice if P is uncountable, because P cannot be a countable union
of finite sets.
Weak Z-continuous complete lattices have an interesting equational characterization.
Theorem 4.3. Let (X, ~) be a complete lattice. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) (X, ~) is weak Z-continuous.
(ii) Let (XjdjEJ.kEK(j) be a double ranked family of elements in X such that for every
j EJ, (Xjk)j EJ,kEK(j) EZ[X]. Set M = n{K(j) IJ E J}. Then thefollowing identity holds:
Proof. It is easy to check that in any complete lattice the inequality , ~' in (ii) always
holds.
(i) implies (ii). Let UEX such that u~;\{V{xjklkEK(j)}IjEJ}. Hence
u ~V {Xjk I(k E (j)) for all j E J. We find for every j E J, some k(j) E K(J) such that
u ~ Xjk(j)' Let f EM with f(j) = k(j) for every j E J. Hence u ~ xjf(j) for every j E J
and we find that u ~;\{xjJ(j) Ij E J}, hence u ~V {;\{xjJ(j) Ij E J} IfEM}.
As X is a weak Z-continuous we find that
;\{V{Xjk IkE K(j)} Ij E J} ~ V{;\{xjJ(j) Ij E J} IfE M}.
(ii) implies (i). Let x E X. Take J = {S EZ[X] Ix ~ VS} and K(S) = S for all s E J.
For every s E J and s EStake XS s = s. Then the family (XSS)SEJ ,sEK(S) satisfies
the hypothesis of (i) and ;\{V{XssISESISEJ} =;\{VSISEJ} =X({X}EJ by
Remark 1.3). We are going to show that ;\{XS!(S) IS E J} ~x for all f EM. Let
SEZ[X] with x ~VS. Hence XS!(S) =f(S)ES so ;\{xS!(S)ISEJ} ~XS!(S). 0
Corollary 4.4. If (Xj)jEJ is a family of weak Z-continuous lattices, then their direct
product X in Po is a weak Z-continuous lattice.
Proof. Obviously, the identity Theorem 4.3(i) holds in X, since sups and infs are
computed componentwise. 0
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